State Officials 'Bugged' By Electronic Spies

By PAUL ENGLISH and HARLEY OLIVER

Electronic devices were used to conduct surveillance at the headquarters of two important political organizations.

The story takes place in Oklahoma City, where two organizations were under investigation.

The Oklahoma Journal

Two Stay In Jail; Angry Strike Chief Warns Of Trouble

Green Beret Lawyer Asks CIA Probe

By STEVE DICK

San Francisco (AP) -- A Green Beret who was arrested for using a CIA agent to make a video of his wife said Thursday that he was a victim of "political witch hunt." The agent said the man was "a threat to national security." The man denied the charges.

The story is from San Francisco, where a Green Beret was arrested for using a CIA agent to make a video of his wife.

The Oklahoma Journal

Nixon Delays New Pullouts

By E. STEPHEN FELDMAN, Special

FBI agents in Washington, D.C., who were planning to make tape recordings of Nixon's conversations, were told by the president to delay their actions.

The story is from Washington, D.C., where FBI agents were planning to make tape recordings of Nixon's conversations.

The Oklahoma Journal

Enemy Shells U.S. Hospital

By STEVE DICK

The presidential jet was hit by a rocket shell during a visit to North Vietnam. The president was unhurt, but the incident raised questions about the feasibility of further military action.

The story is from North Vietnam, where the presidential jet was hit by a rocket shell.

The Oklahoma Journal

Son To Visit Dying Father

By PAUL CARDELE

A son is planning to visit his father, who is in his final days.

The story is about a son planning to visit his father, who is in his final days.

The Oklahoma Journal

City Kennedy 'Discovered'

By PAUL CARDELE

A new report has uncovered information about the Kennedy family.

The story is about a new report uncovering information about the Kennedy family.
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Important Notice: You may order an Eyewitness Medal of Man's First Step on the Moon at the original issue price only if your order is postmarked by midnight tomorrow, August 25, 1969.

Were you an eyewitness?

In all of history, no hero has ever witnessed a more dramatic event than man's first step on the moon. If you were one of the eyewitnesses, you want to preserve forever—for yourself, for your family and for future generations—the magnificent moment when you shared men's greatest adventure.

The Franklin Mint, the world's foremost private mint, has created a unique commemorative exhibit for eyewitnesses of that most historic occasion.

It is uniquely fitting that this special commemorative has been designed by Gilroy Roberts, whose portraits of John F. Kennedy grace the U.S. half dollar—used by President Kennedy who set the nation's course to the moon.

Mr. Roberts has skillfully captured the first step on the moon as you personally witnessed it, with the added dimension of super fine-sculpted detail—and The Franklin Mint is ready to preserve it for you in your choice of brilliant quality silver or 14kt gold.

If you wish to acquire this very personal and valuable moment at its original issue price, your order must be postmarked no later than August 25, 1969. On August 26, the price will be increased by 33 1/3%; and the order book for this limited edition will close for all time.

The Franklin Mint

Sharon, Pennsylvania 18070

A part of the Franklin Mint, the Franklin Mint is the largest mint founded privately in the world. It issues coins at $13,000,000 and its stock is sold on the American Stock Exchange. It is not connected with the United States Mint or any other government agency.

WRITE TODAY FOR "FIRST STEP ON THE MOON" MEMORIAL MEDALLION AND PROOF CRAFTSMANSHIP AT ORIGINAL ISSUE PRICES

The Franklin Mint

Sharon, Pennsylvania 18070

Please send me a free copy of the brochure:

[Signature]

The Franklin Mint

Sharon, Pennsylvania 18070

[Address]

[City, State, Zip]

[Phone]

[Signature]

The Franklin Mint

Sharon, Pennsylvania 18070

[Address]

[City, State, Zip]

[Phone]
Last Day of Great Record Days
Savings on Sofas & Sleepers
Domestics...Major Appliances

Monday—Save $111.00 to $171.00 with our new
few final-day Record Days sale prices!

One-Day Close-Out of
FINE SOFAS
and
SLEEPER-SOFA

FORMERLY $399 to $559

$188

year choice...

LA, REDS LOSE; GIANTS GAIN
Mets Drop
Dodgers
On Popup

Pittsburgh
Topps Cincy,
Pads Skein

SF Climbs
On 3-Hitter
By Sodecki

Walton Shatters
Record In Split

Dallas Shells
Packers, 31-13

Shaw Hikes Lead To 7
Two Eagles Build
Record Advantage

Football Drills Begin For ‘Big Three’

The Oklahoma Journal
Football Drills Open For 'Big 3'

Yanks Post
Walker Cup
Win, 10-8

Shaw Pads
Avco Lead To Seven

First Season
For Muzzle Loaders Ahead

Early Spree
Boosts Pith
Pop Points

Cook Fires
Cincinnati
Past Miami

Redskins Pop
Atlanta, 24-7

Buffaloes
Get Jump
On Big 8

Hoyes 11 Shots
Abound At Lewis

How much will your son know about business when he applies for his first full-time job?

Worn Basket
Leads Field
At Mesa

Penny — it's his new name now. Through experience he’s already a bit ahead of his classmates. While they both realized his love for the subject, the newspaper was not able to get them to journalism. He was the one. He based his basic principles on the fact that he started in 1959. When he started, he wanted to be a writer. He was just a kid and it was about his time. He was in my high school. Went with power from the past. Always found the "penny" appeal to be a "penny" appeal. "A penny for your thoughts!"

The benefits of managing a newspaper come in an equation for a reason: to make a difference. He knew where his readership stood at the public own as newspapers. And then of myself: "the newspaper makes it clear that a good man never has to be a bad man in the city.

How will the readership change if they get more personalized newspapers? Is in touch with our Oklahoma Department. Although only about one in ten will get a chance to own a newspaper company, we'll be glad

Chinese Win
Series Title

GERMAN SHEPHERD
DOG OWNERS

SALE! Foremost® heavy duty shock absorber

$25 2-Ply Fiber Glass Belt
With 2-Ply Polyester Cord

NOW $29
NOW $32

SALE! Foremost® heavy duty shock absorber

4.88

Penneys Automotive Center ... 23rd & Villa
Indian Unemployment High, Laziness 'A Myth'

Doctor Finishes Job Report For State Redmen

Washington Merry-Go-Round

FTC Investigates Magazine Racket

Berry Views The World

Seven Months Into Administration, Nixon Defies Labels
Miss America Pageant Gets Start Friday

Guardsmen End Training

11 Prisoners Jump Guard At McAlester

Gasoline Fire Injures Woman

Miss America Pageant Gets Start Friday

PONTIAC KIX-1400レビュー

Police Report Fire Bomb Try

Talent Search Director Sought

October 15th, 1969

ARLANS

3 DAYS ONLY
THURS., FRI., SAT.

END OF MONTH

E.S.M.

Price Slash

3 DAYS ONLY
THURS., FRI., SAT.

END OF MONTH

E.S.M.

Price Slash

WE WANT EVERYONE TO SAVE!
Late Summer Weddings Foretell Opening Of School

Symphony Sets Kick-Off Meeting Monday ...

Area Captains Announced

Airline Teaches 'Glamor'

Helping To Beautify America

Calendar
Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Stocks

Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

Mutual Funds

New York Exchange
Niagara Falls
Shutoff Hikes
Tourist Trade

Niagara Falls, Aug. 14 - Although it has been reported that the new $17 million touristic project for the American side of Niagara Falls will cost $1 million more than the $16 million originally budgeted, the state has refused to provide any funds for the project.

Epic Past Surrounds
Gibson Stockade

Not just a matter of commemorating the lives of hundreds of British and American soldiers who lived in the 18th century, the Gibson Stockade is also a tribute to the strength of the human spirit. The structure, built by the British, served as a fortification against the French and their Indian allies during the French and Indian War. The fort's walls, made of stone and earth, stood tall against the surging waters of the Niagara River.

Waterless Falls

Despite the fall's designation as Niagara Falls, the falls themselves are not waterfalls. The falls are actually a series of cascades, which is why they are called the Waterless Falls. The falls are composed of a series of rocky ledges and cliffs, and are surrounded by a forest of trees.

Community & Business

Giant 'Mole' Burrows Under Tulsa

The 'Mole', as seen in the picture above, is a large tunneling machine that is being used to create a new subway system in Tulsa. The machine is currently burrowing under the downtown area, and is expected to be completed in the next few years.

Mutual Funds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Dividend</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2/12/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3/15/2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High-Flying CAP Show Takes To Air

The CAP show is a popular event that takes place annually in the city. This year, the show is expected to draw a large crowd, with many people coming from all over the country to see the aircraft on display.

Cow Triplets Ignore Odds

Despite the odds, the triplets have been doing well. They were born premature and have had to overcome many challenges, but they are now healthy and growing.

On-The-Spot Audits Bring In $1.5 Million In Sales Taxes

The audits have been a success, with the state collecting $1.5 million in sales taxes from local businesses.

Lawmakers Will Blink
They Won't Know Remodeled Capital

The lawmakers have been顽固, but they will have to blink if they want to avoid the budget crisis that faces the state.

I Can't Stand Hair

The hair that I can't stand is my own. I am not a fan of the way it looks on me, and I often try to find ways to cover it up.
Norman Firm Expands

A Norman company which exports citrus fruit to northern areas will expand its program to include other fresh and canned products, said William T. Smith, manager of the company.

The company, Norman Citrus Growers, has been started by Mr. and Mrs. John Brown, who have been farming and raising livestock for many years in the area. The company is housed in a new building located in the center of the city. The building was financed by the Farmers and Merchants Bank.

Mr. Brown said the company will start shipping its products within the next few weeks. The first shipment will consist of fresh oranges, which will be packed in crates and shipped by truck to customers in the northern states.

The company also plans to ship canned products, including peaches and pears, to the same markets. The canned products will be processed in a nearby factory and shipped in cans.

Mr. Brown said the company expects to increase its shipments to the northern markets as the season progresses. He said the company is optimistic about the future of its business.

---

GIFTS FOR HIM
GIFT ITEMS
50¢ $1
- NEW ZIPPERED BAGS
- NEW ZIPPERED EMBRACE
- Wallet, Coasters, etc.

SHREDDED FOAM
25¢
- BAG

SOFT AND THIRSTY TERRY
KITCHEN TOWELS
17¢

6-PIECE PITCHER/GLASS SET
50¢

OVERALL SALE
LAST 3 DAYS

Levi's
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS
LAST 3 DAYS

OPEN DAILY 9:30-8:00 SUNDAY 1:00-5:00

ALL SALES FINAL
FALL FABRICS
REGULAR 79¢ YD.

LADIES AND CHILDREN'S CANVAS SHOES
REGULAR 1.99

MEN'S MATCHING SOCK AND TIE SETS
REGULAR 2.99

WOMEN'S MATCHING SET
REGULAR 4.99

ALL SALES FINAL
FULL SIZE BLANKETS
REGULAR 4.99

MEN'S DRESS SHOES
VALUES TO 3.99

MEN'S CASUAL SLACKS
VALUES TO 3.99

BEER AT
CUT RATE PRICES

- Yes, The Galleon Now Has Cut Rate Prices on All Your Beer
- Handly Drive Up Buck Door
- Our Kids Follow

THE GALLEON
SEVEN SIST SHOPPING CENTER
140 AT SCOTT ST.
'71 Models To Feature Air Bags

May Be Standard The Next Year

By JOSEPH M. CALLAHAN

What has been called the greatest automotive safety device ever developed—the front-facing air bag—is headed for installation as stand-

and equipment on U.S. cars, probably on some 1971 models and all 1972. Presently, judgments about Eaton Yale & Towne's so-called Auto-Copter can be supported with good evidence.

Mister persons agree now that the seat belt is the best safety device on today's cars.

But the "passive" air bag, should prove a better job than belts because they'd be used in every million-mile collision, not just in the 25 percent of the accidents in which the car occupants are wearing lap belts.

They promise to do a better job of protecting even a lap-belted driver or passenger by eliminating the serious head injuries that seem to increase from the jackknifing of lap-belted occupants.

Many inconsistencies of the seat belt are: that the tests are done in cars that don't present ejection (chief automotive killers) and that fire and impact against side impacts. But plans are afoot to smooth out some of the rough areas.

Although Peter Haas, marketing manager for Auto-Copter, still insists his company has not received an order for a manufacturable bag, the firm is insistently gearing up to manufacture them in such a way that orders are placed.

And Eaton, with $1.5 million invested in the project, is convinced that this order is inevitable. Eaton engineers first worked on a cooperative basis with Ford Motor Co. on the air bag.

But, for quite some time now, Eaton has has similar cooperative development programs with General Motors, Chrysler, American Motors, others, and other foreign makers.

Right now, Eaton is embarking on the necessary test programs in automobile safety and development to production. A center for all packaging and engineering facility has been acquired in Southfield, Mich.

Equipment is being worked out and, by early 1971, plans systems for testing by the auto companies and others will be coming off the line at the rate of 20,000 a year.

In addition, Eaton officials are now searching for funds to build millions of Auto-Copters, maybe.

Declaring that the engineering problems are largely solved, Haas lists:

a. There is no new ground to plow in the development of the air bags. Some people build and build the expensive, costly, optimistic. Packaging appears to be the biggest remaining problem.

Earlier this month, Eaton established its Auto-Copter Division and Charles Seifert was named general manager. At present it consists of a woman named Isabel who soon will be expanded.

Louis Seifert, vice-president of sales and engineering for Eaton's Automotive & Controls Group, will continue playing a major role.

There is also evidence of enthusiasm for the air bags in government circles. On June 30, the Federal Highway Administration published an announcement which, in effect, said, "You have 90 days in which to tell why inflatable air bags should or should not be required on all new cars—probably by 1972."

This followed a formal recommendation by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration that air bags be required.

Also, John J. Volpe, secretary of transportation, has shown great interest in the bags and has strongly suggested that they be considered on the '72 cars. In addition, officials of the National Highway Safety Bureau have been actively interested.

While Eaton has demonstrated the Auto-Copter to several government groups, company officials are cautious of proposal in the auto industry and have insisted that they have not been balking in Washington for their devices. They also point out that DOT called them to Washington, and that Ford asked Eaton to introduce the system to the public at the SAE meeting in January.

When is the current position of the auto makers on this far-out system, which seems to be getting so much engineering from the government, supplier, the press and the public, in a nutshell, these automotive "press" are not nega-

tive, but they are cautious. They see considerable potential in the air pillow, but they think things are being moved a little too fast by parties who don't understand mass production of automobiles. And they suspect that the engineering problems still may not be entirely solved.

The slightly Buck-Rogers concept of an inflatable air pillow for cars or aircraft has bounced around for years. Many auto execu-

Pillow Inflated

An inflatable air bag pops into the lap of Joseph M. Callahan, engineering editor of Automotive News, at the engineering center of Eaton Yale & Towne. This small bag was mounted in the steering wheel.

Before Inflation

This Mustang steering wheel contains a small inflatable air bag system in its plump horizontal spoke.

atives have favored it for some time, if the considerable problems could be solved. An early advocate was Dr. Lawrence Riesel, GM's retired research vice-president.

Another galilean that air bags are coming sooner appeared several months ago at a meeting between government safety officials and several GM executives.

Before examining the engineering problems that may remain—and Eaton's response to them—it might be worthwhile to dissect an Auto-Copter and to see how it works.

Basically, Eaton's air bag is the same device it is and Ford Motor displayed 18 months ago. However, a couple of important changes have been made. The major components of a right-side Auto-Copter are a nine-inch-dia. cylinder bag, a steel housing that holds the bag, a distributor that quickly distributes the inflating gas through the bag, a 150-pound steel cable that houses the inflating arm and the right-right-second, an explosive cap on this heavy steel bottle and the all-important sensor.

Continental

Stylus retains the Lincoln Continental's general features in the 1970 model. (UPI Telephoto)
It's Sew and Save Time...

Wonderful, Washable Dacon Doule Knit

These fabrics are the rare, washable double-knit fabrics. They need no ironing, moths, or dyes. You'll love the beautiful new 65% polyester and cotton. Double-knit fabrics are the most fashionable of all knits. Buy, sew, and wear them.

Wool-Like Basketweave...it's Perma-Lined! 1 Yard

$1.29 Cotton Dobby 88c Yard

Cotton-Poplin Prints

Machine Washable 45-In. Plaids, Solids and Stripes 66c Yard

Save $2.99! Shoe Polisher

SAVE $2! Clip-on Tie Racks

SAVE $5.19! Shoe Polisher

SAVE 82c! Clip-on Tie Racks

Sears

Orlon Acrylic Knit Shirts

$8.50

100% Wool Worsted Trim "n Regular Dress Shirts

$15

Shirts $10

Slacks $10

Take a Bold Stance

in Knit Shirts and Flared Slacks

Our Best Flex-Fit Stretch Crew Socks

$5

3¼-in. and 4-in. Fashion Ties

3 to 5

Sears

The Men's Store

Sears

Shop Today at Sears, or Our Mail Order Dept.
Send Her Back-to-School with Cozy, Easy-Care

Quilted Cotton Robes

599

PERMA- PREST®
Pajamas
SAVE $5.01
399

THE
GREAT GARTERLESS HOSIERY

The garterless leg means fewer garters! Perfect in these times of unlimited mobility. Loop after loop of soft, cozy, thick, non-slip hose. Keep them handy for extra comfort and warmth. We'll give you a matchless fit. Garters are a thing of past years. These are ready-made and so convenient to wear. Here's a bargain you can't afford to miss.

White Dial by Day... Soft Glow at Night!
SAVE 44! Electric Repeat Alarm Clocks

Regular $8.00
699

Sweater Vests and Fashion Sweaters
$8 to $15

And Now
the place to get
everything that's anything
on the sweater scene...

Sears Sweater Shop

at a coat world at Sears

what do fur trims do besides flatter?
baby you with warmth,
tell the world
your really know fashion

5650

it's Sears and save
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Shop Monday thru Friday 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.

Shop Monday thru Friday 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Shop Monday thru Friday 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

For pre-season orders or other questions contact our Service Department.
BEDDING SALE

SAVE '20.07
Luxury Sears-O-Pedic Foam Latex Mattresses.
Regular $79.95
Full or Twin Size
79.88

SAVE '20.07
Sears-O-Pedic Foam Latex or Innerspring Mattresses

twin $64.88
regular full or twin size

SAVE '9.07 on Complete Colonial Bed Outfits
Regular 109.95
Special 100.95

SAVE '11.05 on Deluxe 4-Pc. Hollywood Bed Outfits
Regular 189.95
Special 178.95

SAVE '15.07 on Deluxe Rollaway Bed
Regular 249.95
Special 234.95

NEVER DEFROST
Coldspot 12.4 cu. ft. Refrigerator-Freezer

Compact 29.99
Fits Anywhere

COLDSPOT FREEZERS
Your Choice

Upright Freezer

$158

Chest Freezer

$158

Shop Monday thru Friday 9 A.M. to 9 P.M. Saturday 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Discover Sears Open Regular Hours
SAVE $35!

1.5 cu. ft. "Space-Saver" Refrigerator
$111.90...

Sears

SAVE $60!

Craftsman 10-in.
Radial Arm Saw
Regular $239

For Any of Sears
Convenient Credit Plans

WOODWORKING PRECISION...

- Automatic Friction Lock!
- Carriage Locking!
- Magnetic Safety Brake!
- Color Coded Controls!
- Backbench Table Top!

Radial-Arm Saw Kit

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

SHOP MONDAY-THRU FRIDAY 9 A.M. - 9 P.M.
SUNDAY 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
AT LAST, HERE IS A PLAN

- Extra cash for sicknesses  ■ Extra cash
- Extra cash doubled for cancer and heart
  and wife are both injured  ■ Extra
- All in addition to any

THINK OF IT. Now, with a stroke of your pen, you can have tax-free, expense-free extra cash paid direct to you—not to the doctor or hospital—when a sudden accident or unexpected illness hospitalizes you or a covered member of your family! And you may enroll during this Special Enrollment Period without having to see a company representative and without any red tape whatsoever.

How you can get extra cash in addition to ordinary health insurance
All you need do is mail the Enrollment

CHOOSE THE PLAN THAT SUITS YOU BEST

$100 every week for you (See all plans)
$75 every week for your wife (See All-Family and Husband-Wife plans)
$50 every week for each eligible child (See All-Family and One-Parent Family plans)
$350 every week you and your wife are both injured (See All-Family and Husband-Wife plans)

PLUS
Double cash benefits for cancer and heart attack. Extra cash extended in event of death.

ALL PAID AS LONG AS YOU OR ANY COVERED FAMILY MEMBER IS HOSPITALIZED—EVEN FOR LIFE!

ALL ACCIDENTS COVERED AT ONCE—NEW SICKNESSES AFTER 30 DAYS EVEN PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS COVERED AFTER ONE YEAR

Important: No matter which plan you choose, extra cash is paid directly to you—even for one day—for as long and for as many times as you or any covered family member is hospitalized—e’en for life!

Naturally, your Direct Extra Cash Plan covers any new accident or sickness, major or minor. You’re covered immediately for any accident, on or off the job, any time 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, anywhere in the world. After your policy is 10 days old, you are covered for new sicknesses which begin thereafter.

You’re even covered for pre-existing conditions (old conditions that come back again and again or are likely to recur) after your policy has been in force for just 12 months. And, if you select the All-Family Plan, even maternity is covered after your policy has been in force for 10 months.

Only a few minimum exceptions:
- War, military service, mental disorder, alcoholism, drug addiction or attempted suicide
- Any hospital of your choice except nursing homes, convalescent or rest homes, self-care units, and Federal government hospitals
- Life-long security

Enjoy life-long security.

For as long as you live and pay your premiums, you will never refuse to renew your policy for health reasons (in fact, we guarantee that we will never cancel or terminate your policy unless we decline renewal on all policies of this type in your entire state. Moreover, no change ever be made in your rates unless we make a general change for all persons of the same classification in your entire state.

SPECIAL EXTRA BENEFITS!

Double extra cash benefits

If you or any covered family member is hospitalized by cancer (including Leukemia and Hodgkin’s Disease) or heart attack (acute myocardial infarction, coronary thrombosis or coronary occlusion), you get the Double Extra Cash benefits. (See next page for over 65 rates)

At last, here is a plan

That actually pays you:

for accidents  ■ Extra cash for maternity
attack  ■ Extra cash doubled when husband
extends cash extended in event of death
other insurance or Medicare!

Form at the end of this announcement together with just $1 before the expiration date. It’s that easy!

Anyone who has been in the hospital recently knows ordinary hospital insurance—even Medicare—simply will not cover everything. You have to pay many“extras” out of your own pocket—and it can add up to hundreds of dollars in a frighteningly short time.

But even if your ordinary hospital insurance covers most of your medical and hospital bills, what about the bills that keep piling up at home?

(Continued on next page)
New extra cash plan so practical you may even leave the hospital money ahead!

If you, as husband, father and breadwinner are suddenly hospitalized, your income stops, your expenses go up. Even if you have some kind of "safety insurance" it probably won't come close to replacing your full-time pay.

If your wife is suddenly hospitalized, who will look after the family, do the laundry, the marketing, the cleaning? You may have to take time off from your job—or hire full-time domestic help.

If one of your children is suddenly hospitalized you will certainly spare no expense. You wouldn't even want to think about the cost.

If you're over 65 and are suddenly hospitalized, Medicare won't pay all your hospital expenses or any household expenses. You won't want to use up savings it may have taken a lifetime to accumulate... you'll want to stay independent and not become a "burden" to your children or community.

Without "extra cash" protection, a hospital emergency may leave you with savings gone, debts you can't pay, peace of mind shattered—even recovery seriously delayed by money worries!

How the plan pays off for you and your family

But now, with Direct Extra Cash, you can help avoid these worries—because you can count on extra cash for every day, every week, every month, every year; when you or any covered family member goes to the hospital. No matter how large your family, no matter what your age or occupation, you can choose whichever of your low-cost plans suits your family best. (See the preceding page for details and benefits of each plan.)

You may actually come out "Money Ahead"

Because the Direct Extra Cash Plan pays you in addition to any other company's health insurance—individual, group or even Medicare—and because all your extra cash benefits are tax-free, you may actually leave the hospital many dollars ahead... money you don't have to account for to anyone—extra cash in addition to anything and everything!

Extra cash benefits at surprisingly low cost—Your first month for only $1

You get all of these extra benefits at a cost even less than you would expect! You pay only $1.00 for your first month (regardless of your plan), then only $7.95 a month for the All-Family Plan; only $5.95 a month for the One-Parent Family Plan; only $5.95 for the Husband-Wife Plan; and the Individual Plan costs only $3.50. (When you become 65 or if you are over 65, over-special Senior Citizen rates apply. See the modest increase in the box below.) And remember, regardless of age, size of family or the plan you select, you get your first month for only $1.00!

How can we offer so much for so little?
The answer is simple: We have lower sales costs. The Direct Extra Cash Plan is a mass enrollment plan. All business is conducted directly with you by mail. There are no agent commissions—no "extra costs" are used. It all adds up to maximum protection at minimum cost for you.

Backed by Executive Fund—licensed in your state—rated "A Plus (Excellent)."

In addition to the wide range of benefits, the extra cash values, the surprisingly low cost, you get something even more valuable. Your policy is backed by a legal reserve company, a company that has served millions of people for over 50 years... the breachthrough company because it has pioneered—safely and soundly—some of the most important insurance developments in years.

For example, this company—Executive Fund Life Insurance Company—achieved the first major price breakthrough in years in the field of life insurance. These "tremendous price advantages" were actually reported by the Congressional Record, and Executive Fund was described as "providing everything the consumer wants and needs." Because it is perhaps the only company in the U.S. that sells all its policies without salesmen, Executive Fund can offer you exactly the same kinds of insurance you can buy from anyone else—at a lower price!

Executive Fund—licensed in your state and regulated by your state's own insurance department—has its National Service Center in Omaha, Nebraska, the very center of the U.S. Its modern facilities and expert personnel provide swift and efficient service to families all over America. The company is managed by a group of highly respected, responsible insurance executives—men dedicated to giving you the best insurance, the finest service, the lowest rates—in a friendly, personal way.

It's no wonder that Dun & Bradstreet's Insurance Reference Reports, one of the nation's leading authorities on insurance companies, has awarded Executive Fund its highest policyholders' rating "A Plus (Excellent)."

Easy to enroll! No salesman will call! Take a moment right now to fill out your Enrollment Form and mail it with only $1.00 for your first month. Use the Air Mail envelope stapled between these pages. No postage required. We will issue your Direct Extra Cash Policy (Form P300 Series) immediately—the same day we receive your form. This automatically puts your policy in force. Along with your policy you will receive a simple, easy-to-use Claim Form that makes it possible for us to pay extra cash direct to you, the fastest, easiest way.

$1 NO RISK ENROLLMENT OFFER

When you receive your policy, you'll see that it is honest and easy to understand. But if for any reason whatsoever you change your mind, you may return your policy within 10 days and we will promptly refund your dollar.

IMPORTANT: We can only accept your enrollment if it is mailed on or before the date shown. But please don't wait until then. The sooner we receive your form, the sooner the Direct Extra Cash Plan will cover you. You risk nothing by acting promptly. You may actually risk losing hundreds of dollars in "extra cash" benefits if you delay.

Mail your Enrollment Form today.
19 Important Questions Answered

ABOUT THE NEW DIRECT EXTRA CASH PLAN

1. What is the Direct Extra Cash Plan? The Direct Extra Cash Plan is an entire new, low-cost plan that pays extra cash directly to you when sudden accident or unexpected illness hospitalizes you or any covered member of your family.

2. Why should I have the Direct Extra Cash Plan in addition to my regular insurance? Because your present insurance probably won’t cover all your hospital expenses, but even if it does, you can still use this extra cash to help with your household expenses when you are hospitalized—extra cash week-by-week even for life—extra cash you can use any way you wish!

3. Can I collect even if I carry other health insurance? Yes. The Direct Extra Cash Plan pays you in addition to any health insurance you carry, individual or group—extra cash every time you are hospitalized—week by week, month by month.

4. Is there a lot of red tape to qualify? None at all. During this special enrollment period, there are no qualifications. Simply complete and mail your Enrollment Form by the deadline date shown. Use the Air Mail envelope enclosed to mail your form today. No stamp needed.

5. Which plan should I choose? You may choose any of our four low-cost plans—you can actually select the exact plan that suits you best!

6. Are there any other “double” extra cash benefits? Yes. On all plans you receive double cash benefits if you are under 65 and hospitalized at the same time as your covered relative.

7. How will my policy go into effect? It becomes effective the very same day we receive your Enrollment Form. If you are hospitalized before your policy is in force, you are covered for all services rendered on or after the date your policy is in force.

8. What will my policy do? Near the end of the year, your policy will be renewed automatically unless you notify us otherwise.

9. Can I drop my policy? Once your policy is in force, you may cancel your policy at any time. You will be entitled to a refund of the unearned portion of your premium.

10. Tell me about “extended” extra cash death benefits. In the event of death in the hospital of any covered family member from any cause, your policy will continue for 13 weeks for all survivors, at the rates listed above.

11. Does this plan pay in any hospital? Yes. You will be paid at any hospital of your choice except nursing homes, convalescent or self-care units of hospitals, and Federal government hospitals.

12. Why are the premiums so low? With the Direct Extra Cash Plan, you actually get all these benefits—at such a low cost—because the premium is a mass enrollment plan—and no salesmen are used.

13. How much does my first month cost? Only $1.00 regardless of your age, the size of your family or the plan you select. After the first month, you pay only $7.95 per month for the ALL-FAMILY PLAN; $5.95 a month for the ONE-PARENT FAMILY PLAN; $3.50 a month for the INDIVIDUAL PLAN.

14. What conditions are covered? All chronic diseases and all accidents are covered.

15. Can I drop my policy at any time? Yes. You may cancel your policy at any time, and you will be entitled to a refund of the unearned portion of your premium.

16. Will I receive my money promptly? Yes. We can turn your claim around within hours.

17. Will I receive my money promptly? Yes. We can turn your claim around within hours.

18. How much does my first month cost? Only $1.00 regardless of your age, the size of your family or the plan you select. After the first month, you pay only $7.95 per month for the ALL-FAMILY PLAN; $5.95 a month for the ONE-PARENT FAMILY PLAN; $3.50 a month for the INDIVIDUAL PLAN.
$1.00 No Risk Enrollment Offer

Money-Back Guarantee
You can actually enroll in this plan without risk or obligation. When you receive your policy, you'll see it is direct, honest and easy to understand. But if for any reason whatsoever you change your mind, you may return your policy within 10 days and we will promptly refund your dollar.

IMPORTANT: Enrollments can be accepted only if post-marked on or before midnight of the date shown below. But you should not wait until the last moment. Use the Air Mail envelope stapled inside to mail your form with $1.00 today. No stamp required. The sooner we receive your form, the sooner you will be covered. You risk nothing by acting promptly—but you may risk losing hundreds of dollars in "extra cash" benefits if you delay. Mail your Enrollment Form today.

EXECUTIVE FUND
Life Insurance Company
National Service Center, 304 Farnam Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68102
A Legal Reserve Company • Licensed by the State of Oklahoma

SPECIAL ENROLLMENT PERIOD EXPIRES MIDNIGHT, SEPTEMBER 14, 1969

[Image of a form for enrollment]

FUN GUIDE

Chef Opens Recipe Book

In addition to its spectacular blazing entrance, shish-kebab is a delectable exotic dish that Americans have taken to hearts. In this Fun Guide color photo by chief photographer Del Smith, the shish-kebab is offered to a couple dining in the newly refurbished Tower Club, where executive chef John Bennett holds forth. The noted chef began a gourmet column in today's Fun Guide. The column, and more about the Tower Club, can be found on Page 6.

Rhapsody On Ice

Beautiful Ballerina dance on the Keyboard in "Rhapsody For Piano On Ice" as family entertainment returns to Oklahoma with the Ice Capades. An original ice ballet composed by Jim Herbert especially for Ice Capades, "Rhapsody For Piano On Ice" opens September 19 at the State Fair for a six-day engagement. Imaginative staging and innovative film effects are also on schedule for the delightful program. See story on Page 9.
Star Glad 'Charly' Aids Retarded Youths, Adults

SYDNEY (AP) -- In a major step forward, an Australian charity called "Charly" has opened its doors to a group of people with intellectual disabilities. The organization, which has been in operation for several years, provides a safe and nurturing environment for adults and children with various levels of mental and physical disabilities.

"We are thrilled to be able to offer this program to people with intellectual disabilities," said the charity's executive director. "It's an exciting time for people with disabilities in Australia, and we want to ensure that everyone has access to the opportunities and support they need to thrive.

The group consists of young adults and older children who come from diverse backgrounds and have a wide range of abilities. They are given the chance to engage in activities such as arts and crafts, sports, and social events.

"Charly" is committed to creating a community where everyone feels valued and included. The charity's programs are designed to promote independence, self-esteem, and social skills.

"It's amazing to see the transformation that occurs when people feel supported and included," said one of the charity's clients. "I feel like I have so much more to offer now that I'm part of this community.

For more information about "Charly" and its programs, visit their website or contact them via email.

Laughs Prove Love For Unshaven Ratso

By ERIC GRAVES

Story by Joe Buk. The tune of "Ratso" as a San Francisco chef, has been the topic of much discussion. The lead character, Ratso, is a man of many talents and passions. He is a chef, a writer, a musician, and a lover of all things rat-related.

Ratso's life is one of constant change and unpredictability. He travels from city to city, always seeking the next meal or the next adventure. His unique perspective on life has earned him a devoted following among the rat-loving community.

"Ratso" is a film that explores the complex relationship between a man and his beloved pet rats. Through humor and heartwarming moments, the film shows how rats can provide companionship, love, and even saving grace in challenging times.

The film stars Joe Buk as Ratso, alongside a cast of skilled actors who bring to life the various characters that populate Ratso's world. The soundtrack is a mix of classic rat-themed songs and contemporary hits.

"Ratso" is a film that celebrates the power of love and the beauty of the unexpected. It is a story of friendship, family, and the simple joy of being alive.

For more information about "Ratso" and its release, visit their website or contact them via email.

Girls Mob New 007

THE OOKLAHOMA JOURNAL, SUNDAY, AUGUST 24, 1974

When Nymphoid George Lawrence closed his eyes to a beautiful woman, he knew he was in love. The woman was his perfect partner, and he knew he had found the one he had been searching for all his life. But as he lay in her arms, he realized that he was not alone. He was being watched by a group of women, who had been waiting for him.

It was a moment of great excitement for George. He had always dreamed of having a group of devoted followers, and he knew that this was the moment he had been waiting for. But as he looked around, he saw something he never could have imagined.

The women were not just watching him; they were following him. They had been watching him from a distance, waiting for the right moment to strike. And now, they were ready.

This was the moment that George had been waiting for. He knew that he had to act quickly if he was going to survive. He knew that he had to find a way to escape from the clutches of the women who had been following him.

For more information about Girls Mob New 007 and its release, visit their website or contact them via email.
Dating Gamers Match
Like A Jessel, Nassar

By BARBARA ZARKY

AS ALBERT BLACK appointed for Salvatore Dali's in the West Las Vegas Strip, he was at a loss for words, the rest of the review was
"I don't know how to describe it. It was a mix of Salvador Dali's surrealism and
Andy Warhol's Pop Art. The restaurant is austerely decorated with a white wall
and black tablecloth. The menu is divided into two sections: one for the
'apyrus music and the other for the 'epythai music. The 'apyrus music is
composed of slow, moody pieces that resemble the sound of a dripping water
and the 'epythai music is composed of faster, more energetic pieces that
resemble the sound of a running water. The food is also divided into two
sections: one for the 'apyrus dishes and the other for the 'epythai dishes.
The 'apyrus dishes are light and delicate, while the 'epythai dishes are
rich and robust. The wine list is also divided into two sections: one for
the 'apyrus wines and the other for the 'epythai wines. The 'apyrus wines
are light and fruity, while the 'epythai wines are rich and oaky.
I had the 'apyrus dish of the day, which was a salad of mixed greens
with a 'apyrus dressing. The salad was light and refreshing, with the
'drops of the 'apyrus dressing adding a bit of sweetness. I also had the
'apyrus dish of the day, which was a 'apyrus pasta dish with a 'apyrus
sauce. The pasta was al dente and the sauce was light and fruity. I
would recommend the restaurant to anyone who is looking for a
unique dining experience. The service was also excellent. The waiters
were friendly and attentive, and they were able to answer all of my
questions about the menu. Overall, I had a great experience at Albert
Black and I would definitely recommend it to anyone in the area."

Nonchalant Bathers
Anne Pauw Du Pont was to be enchan-teed by the shellfish bouquet at California's
dining scene. The shellfish was
"I don't know how to describe it. It was a mix of Salvador Dali's surrealism and
Andy Warhol's Pop Art. The restaurant is austerely decorated with a white wall
and black tablecloth. The menu is divided into two sections: one for the
'apyrus music and the other for the 'epythai music. The 'apyrus music is
composed of slow, moody pieces that resemble the sound of a dripping water
and the 'epythai music is composed of faster, more energetic pieces that
resemble the sound of a running water. The food is also divided into two
sections: one for the 'apyrus dishes and the other for the 'epythai dishes.
The 'apyrus dishes are light and delicate, while the 'epythai dishes are
rich and robust. The wine list is also divided into two sections: one for
the 'apyrus wines and the other for the 'epythai wines. The 'apyrus wines
are light and fruity, while the 'epythai wines are rich and oaky.
I had the 'apyrus dish of the day, which was a salad of mixed greens
with a 'apyrus dressing. The salad was light and refreshing, with the
'drops of the 'apyrus dressing adding a bit of sweetness. I also had the
'apyrus dish of the day, which was a 'apyrus pasta dish with a 'apyrus
sauce. The pasta was al dente and the sauce was light and fruity. I
would recommend the restaurant to anyone who is looking for a
unique dining experience. The service was also excellent. The waiters
were friendly and attentive, and they were able to answer all of my
questions about the menu. Overall, I had a great experience at Albert
Black and I would definitely recommend it to anyone in the area."

3 Sinatras To Compete

By JOYCE REHBA

Walt Disney's latest magnum opus, "Walt Disney's The Three Stooges," is
expected to be the highest grossing film of all time. The film is set in the
1930s and stars Moe Howard, Curly Howard, and Shemp Howard as the
Three Stooges, a group of vaudevillian performers who were known for
their slapstick humor and physical comedy. The film is directed by
Stephen Spielberg and written by Norman Lear. The film is expected to
receive critical acclaim and box office success.

"Walt Disney's The Three Stooges" is set in the 1930s and stars Moe
Howard, Curly Howard, and Shemp Howard as the Three Stooges, a
group of vaudevillian performers who were known for their slapstick humor
and physical comedy. The film is directed by Stephen Spielberg and written
by Norman Lear. The film is expected to receive critical acclaim and box
office success.

"Walt Disney's The Three Stooges" is set in the 1930s and stars Moe
Howard, Curly Howard, and Shemp Howard as the Three Stooges, a
group of vaudevillian performers who were known for their slapstick humor
and physical comedy. The film is directed by Stephen Spielberg and written
by Norman Lear. The film is expected to receive critical acclaim and box
office success.

"Walt Disney's The Three Stooges" is set in the 1930s and stars Moe
Howard, Curly Howard, and Shemp Howard as the Three Stooges, a
group of vaudevillian performers who were known for their slapstick humor
and physical comedy. The film is directed by Stephen Spielberg and written
by Norman Lear. The film is expected to receive critical acclaim and box
office success.

"Walt Disney's The Three Stooges" is set in the 1930s and stars Moe
Howard, Curly Howard, and Shemp Howard as the Three Stooges, a
group of vaudevillian performers who were known for their slapstick humor
and physical comedy. The film is directed by Stephen Spielberg and written
by Norman Lear. The film is expected to receive critical acclaim and box
office success.

"Walt Disney's The Three Stooges" is set in the 1930s and stars Moe
Howard, Curly Howard, and Shemp Howard as the Three Stooges, a
group of vaudevillian performers who were known for their slapstick humor
and physical comedy. The film is directed by Stephen Spielberg and written
by Norman Lear. The film is expected to receive critical acclaim and box
office success.

"Walt Disney's The Three Stooges" is set in the 1930s and stars Moe
Howard, Curly Howard, and Shemp Howard as the Three Stooges, a
group of vaudevillian performers who were known for their slapstick humor
and physical comedy. The film is directed by Stephen Spielberg and written
by Norman Lear. The film is expected to receive critical acclaim and box
office success.

"Walt Disney's The Three Stooges" is set in the 1930s and stars Moe
Howard, Curly Howard, and Shemp Howard as the Three Stooges, a
group of vaudevillian performers who were known for their slapstick humor
and physical comedy. The film is directed by Stephen Spielberg and written
by Norman Lear. The film is expected to receive critical acclaim and box
office success.
Dating Gamers Match Like A Jessel, Nasser

By BARRY FRIEKS

As Barry Friesen's article on the "Dating Gamers" section in the magazine's "The Oklahoma Journal" issue dated Aug 24, 1997, begins, it discusses the idea of finding love in the gaming world. Friesen mentions that there are many gamers who find it easier to connect with others in the online gaming community than in the real world. He quotes a gamer who says, "I've never been one to be interested in traditional dating, but online, it's different. You can be whoever you want to be, and there's no pressure to look a certain way or act a certain way." 

The article goes on to mention that there are dating sites specifically for gamers, such as GamerCouple.com and Gamersbyte.com. Friesen quotes a gamer who found her husband on a gaming forum. She says, "We had a lot in common, and we just hit it off. We've been married for five years now, and we still play together every weekend." 

Friesen also discusses the challenges that come with dating gamers. He mentions that gamers can be very passionate about their games and may not have time for traditional dating activities. He quotes a gamer who says, "I understand that being a gamer can be a lot, but I also know that it's important to make time for a relationship. It's all about finding a balance." 

In conclusion, Friesen says, "Dating gamers can be a challenge, but it can also be very rewarding. It's important to find someone who shares your passion for gaming and who understands the unique challenges that come with it."
In The Chef's Manner

Skewer Cookery Tops

By VIRGINIA COOK

Skewering meat and vegetables for a cookout or picnic is a simple, yet elegant way to serve food. The variety of skewers you can create is limited only by your imagination.

Materials: Skewers, tongs, and a sharp knife.

Instructions:

1. Prepare the skewers by soaking them in water for at least 30 minutes to prevent them from burning during cooking.
2. Cut the meat and vegetables into uniform pieces.
3. Thread the meat and vegetables onto the skewers, alternating between pieces of meat and vegetables.
4. Preheat the grill or oven to the desired temperature.
5. Grill or bake the skewers, turning occasionally, until the meat is cooked to your liking and the vegetables are tender.

Tips:

- Use different colors and textures to make the skewers visually appealing.
- Experiment with different sauces and seasonings to add flavor.
- Refrigerate any leftovers promptly.

Intimate Club

Skirvin Basement

Yields Tower Club

By LARRY PRICE

The Skirvin Hotel's lower-level lounge, known as the Intimate Club, has recently been transformed into a cozy, intimate space with a new menu and decor.

Dinner and drinks are now available in the newly renovated area, which features comfortable seating, soft lighting, and a range of cocktails and appetizers.

Broiled Salmon

Served with a side of roasted vegetables and a creamy dill sauce. Perfect for those who enjoy seafood.

Steak au Poivre

A classic dish made with a thick cut of sirloin, topped with cracked black pepper and a herb butter. Served with a choice of sides.

Baked Alaska

A dessert favorite, featuring layers of sponge cake, fresh fruit, and a rich meringue topping.

Friends Meet Again

Old friends reunite at the Intimate Club, where the atmosphere is warm and welcoming.

Editing Plan Ruins Deal

By CHARLES CHAMPLIN

The New Yorker's deal with Vanity Fair to exclusive rights to Vanity Fair's books has fallen through. The magazine had planned to publish a special issue featuring exclusive interviews with Vanity Fair contributors.

City Symphony Opens Campaign

The Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra announced the launch of its new fundraising campaign, which will focus on expanding educational and community outreach programs.

SPECIAL OPENING

MARIACHI ESTRELLA DE JALISCO

11 AM-2 PM & 5-10 PM AUG 29-30-31 Na. 3 ONLY

SPECIAL AT NO. 3

MEXICAN BUFFET

AT EL RANCHO No. 3 - 7829 N.W. 23
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 11 AM - 2 PM, 5-10 PM.

ALL YOU CAN EAT AT $3.00

SPECIAL OFFER

- Fresh Enchiladas & Tacos
- Chili Colorado & Burritos
- Bean & Rice Specials

MEXICAN DINNER

FOR 99 CENTS

SPECIAL AT NO. 3

ALSO SERVING YOU FROM TWO OTHER LOCATION

- 2166 NW 53RD AVE
- 2805 N. LINCOLN AVE
Norma Jean -- Part II

Marilyn's Father Ever In Doubt

Norma Jean Monroe was born at 8:02 a.m. on June 1, 1926. Her father, Morris Monroe, was a watchmaker and jewelry repairman. He was a man of few words, but his presence was felt in the family. Norma Jean was the middle child and had two younger sisters, Berniece and Marilyn. The family lived in a small apartment in Los Angeles, where they were not wealthy but did not lack for anything. Norma Jean's mother, Gladys, was a homemaker and housewife who spent most of her time at home with the children.

Young Norma

Gladys was a strict and traditional woman who expected a lot from her children. She was especially hard on Norma Jean, who was her favorite. Norma Jean, on the other hand, did not feel loved and often felt isolated. She spent much of her time alone, reading and writing stories. She was a bit of a tomboy and enjoyed playing sports, especially baseball.

The family moved to Los Angeles when Norma Jean was six years old, and the girls attended public school. Norma Jean was a good student and liked to read. She was also interested in photography and often took pictures of her family and friends. She was particularly fond of her father, who was a watchmaker and jeweler.

The Bureau of Investigation was not through with Norma Jean. They suspected her of being a communist and even had her under surveillance. They kept a close watch on her movements, and she was followed from place to place. She was also suspected of being involved in the communist movement, and her name was included on a list of suspected communists. She was arrested and interrogated several times, but she never gave in.

During this time, Norma Jean continued to write and take pictures. She was a talented writer and photographer, and her work was published in several local newspapers. She was also a frequent visitor to the Los Angeles Public Library, where she spent many hours reading and researching.

In 1941, Norma Jean was hired as a photojournalist for the Los Angeles Times. She was the first female photojournalist in the city. She was a pioneer in her field, and her work was often praised for its accuracy and honesty. She was a role model for other women in journalism, and her name was included in the list of Women of Achievement.

Gladys' health was declining, and she was diagnosed with cancer. She was treated at the University of California, Los Angeles, where she received radiation therapy. She was not able to recover, and she passed away in 1947. Norma Jean was devastated by her loss and was left to raise her two sisters alone. She continued to work as a photojournalist, but she was often troubled by her father's death and her own loneliness.

In 1949, Norma Jean married Arthur Miller, a journalist and writer. They were a happy couple and had two children, Jessica and Liza. They moved to New York City, where they lived for many years. Norma Jean continued to work as a photojournalist, and her work was often praised for its accuracy and honesty.

In 1962, Norma Jean was diagnosed with breast cancer. She was treated at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, where she received chemotherapy. She was able to recover from the cancer, and she continued to work as a photojournalist. She was a role model for other women in journalism, and her name was included in the list of Women of Achievement.

In 1969, Norma Jean was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for her work as a photojournalist. She was the first woman to receive the award. She was a pioneer in her field, and her work was often praised for its accuracy and honesty. She was a role model for other women in journalism, and her name was included in the list of Women of Achievement.

In 1973, Norma Jean was diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease. She was treated at the Mayo Clinic, where she received medication and therapy. She was eventually able to recover from the disease, and she continued to work as a photojournalist. She was a role model for other women in journalism, and her name was included in the list of Women of Achievement.

In 1980, Norma Jean was awarded the National Medal of Honor for her work as a photojournalist. She was the first woman to receive the award. She was a pioneer in her field, and her work was often praised for its accuracy and honesty. She was a role model for other women in journalism, and her name was included in the list of Women of Achievement.

In 1984, Norma Jean was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom for her work as a photojournalist. She was the first woman to receive the award. She was a pioneer in her field, and her work was often praised for its accuracy and honesty. She was a role model for other women in journalism, and her name was included in the list of Women of Achievement.

In 1989, Norma Jean was awarded the National Medal of Honor for her work as a photojournalist. She was the first woman to receive the award. She was a pioneer in her field, and her work was often praised for its accuracy and honesty. She was a role model for other women in journalism, and her name was included in the list of Women of Achievement.
Tinkerbell Would Even Get Shivers

The Oklahoma Journal is proud to present the Oklahoma Journal's annual Halloween spook show, featuring the classic tale of "The Haunted Mansion." This spooky tale is sure to send chills down your spine, even for the most fearless souls. The show takes place at the Oklahoma Journal's haunted mansion, where you'll encounter all manner of eerie creatures and ghostly happenings. Don't miss out on this year's spooktacular adventure and make sure to check out the Oklahoma Journal's haunted mansion for a truly terrifying experience.

People Pick KJAK For Their Favorite Pickin' (Country Music)

smoooooooooth 100.5!

KJAK
A BRAND NEW STATION
WITH A BRAND NEW SOUND

ANOTHER JACK BEASLY STATION

24 FULL HOURS OF EVERYDAY

earlily to bed—early to rise—work like the devil and advertise on KJAK

KJAK 100.5
JACK BEASLY, PRESIDENT
O'ME THOMPSON, GEN. MGR.
Indian Tells School Life

THE CHIEF'S DAUGHTER, by Lucile "Jerry" Wise, Wintz. Review by RUBY W. SHANNON.

With all the "realism" so often found in school literature, The Chief's Daughter is revealing of the author, Lucile "Jerry" Wise, of Wintz. The story is told from the viewpoint of the chief's daughter, Sarah, who is a student at the school where her father is principal. Sarah is a bright, curious girl who is interested in the activities of the school and the people who work there. She is also a good friend to the other students and helps them in various ways. The book is a realistic portrayal of the life of a school in a small community, and it is a good read for anyone interested in school life.

Allen Dulles Edits Great Spy Stories

GREAT SPY PROFILES FROM THE SPOONER, "EDITED" BY ALLEN DULLES AND ROWLAND HENDERSON. Review by BARBARA HOCH.

This is the first edition of Great Spy Profiles, a book that was edited by Allen Dulles and Rowland Henderson. The book contains profiles of various spies, including famous ones like Mata Hari and Casablanca. The profiles are based on research and interviews with sources who were involved in the espionage. The book is well-written and informative, and it is a good read for anyone interested in spy stories.

Nazi's Black Sabbath Told

BLACK SABBATH. By MARY KIMBALL. Review by the Honorable BETTY BRADLEY ELLIS, Clerk of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

Mary Kimball, the author of Black Sabbath, is a lawyer and former circuit court clerk in Cook County, Illinois. The book is based on the author's experiences working in the circuit court, and it is a realistic portrayal of the life of a court clerk. The book is a good read for anyone interested in court life and the legal system.

ON SALE

BACK TO SCHOOL

TOUCH & SING

DOWNTOWN

ST YLE NECKLACE

Diesel Truck Driver Trainees Needed

The American Truck Driving Academy, Inc., is offering 10-week driver training courses. The courses are taught by experienced truck drivers, and they are designed to prepare students for a career in the trucking industry. The courses cover topics such as traffic laws, vehicle operation, and safety. Students who successfully complete the course will be eligible for a commercial driver's license. The courses are offered at a number of locations, including Denver, Colorado, and they are taught in a variety of formats, including on-site and online.

First Appearance

LAUGHTERTON, ENGLAND. 1940. The Nazi air raid sirens wail in the night sky. All is quiet on the streets of Laughterton, a small village in England. But the war is not far away. The village is about to be attacked by the German military. The villagers are living in fear, and they are not sure what will happen next.

Wichita Symphony Sets 9 Concerts

The Wichita Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Dr. Robert L. Ward, has announced its 1960-61 season. The season consists of nine concerts, and it includes a variety of musical works. The concerts will be held at the Wichita Municipal Auditorium, and they will feature a variety of guest performers. The season opens on September 24 and runs through June 25, 1961.

First Appearance

LAUGHTERTON, ENGLAND. 1940. The Nazi air raid sirens wail in the night sky. All is quiet on the streets of Laughterton, a small village in England. But the war is not far away. The village is about to be attacked by the German military. The villagers are living in fear, and they are not sure what will happen next.
### Fun Guide's AM-FM Radio Logs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Call Letters</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KODA</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>KODA</td>
<td>Tulsa</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJRH</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>KJRH</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOKO</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>KOKO</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRMG</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>KRMG</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFMY</td>
<td>102.1</td>
<td>KFMY</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJCA</td>
<td>103.1</td>
<td>KJCA</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJCO</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>KJCO</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJQF</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>KJQF</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJRK</td>
<td>104.9</td>
<td>KJRK</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KJRS</td>
<td>105.1</td>
<td>KJRS</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
<td>OK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### HOME OF QUALITY BUILT PRODUCTS

**DIRECT FACTORY SAVINGS**

You pay nothing down - Terms flexible.

OPEN SAT. & SUN. 10-6 P.M.

STOP BY - SEE OUR DISPLAYS

**SANKO MFG. CORP.**
1300 W. 1st, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

**PHONE**

**CALL 1-935-8888**

**Up To 20% Off**

**SPECIAL OFFER**

Aug. 15, 16 & 17

---

### Movies On TV This Week

- **Is Paris Burning?**
  - Oliver Ford, left, stars as Gen. Deering and Robert Stack stars as Gen. Sharp in "Is Paris Burning?"

---

**PARTY KEG SPECIAL**

CALL NOW

**THE GALLEON**

567-9192

2000 Walker Street at First Street
Sears  SAVE $70.11!
Our Best Color TV...
Largest Picture Made ... (None Larger Anywhere)

23-In. Diagonal Measure Picture Console Color TV

3 DAYS ONLY
58988
Regular $659.99

Ask About Sears February Deferred Easy Payment Plan

Military Justice: Is It Fair? — page 4
Fed Up with Violence — page 15
What kind of people buy a new Pontiac LeMans at this time of year?
By PETER CABRIOLET

One Sunday afternoon in 1968, two Army privates, stationed at Fort Ord, Calif., and soon to be known to our generation as the Vietnam wealth of the military, began to blow the whistle on the situation. Their story is one of courage, dedication, and the ultimate sacrifice.

In January 1968, two young men, Jericho and Joe, were stationed at Fort Ord, Calif. Jericho, a 21-year-old private first class, and Joe, a 22-year-old private, were part of a group of soldiers known as the "Fort Ord 25." They had been stationed at the base for six months and were among the first to report the mistreatment of Vietnamese civilians.

Jericho and Joe decided to go public with their story, which they hoped would bring attention to the problem. They were met with resistance from their superiors, who warned them of the dangers they faced. Despite this, they continued to speak out, and their story gained national attention.

Their story was eventually published in the Nation, a prominent American magazine, and Jericho and Joe became overnight heroes. Their story helped to bring about a change in policy, and the situation at Fort Ord began to improve.

In the years since, Jericho and Joe have continued to speak out on behalf of Vietnamese civilians, and their story remains a inspiration to this day.

The story of Jericho and Joe is a powerful reminder of the courage and sacrifice required to bring about change. Their story is a testament to the power of one person to make a difference, and it is a reminder that even in the face of adversity, there is always hope for a better future.

The story of Jericho and Joe is a powerful reminder of the courage and sacrifice required to bring about change. Their story is a testament to the power of one person to make a difference, and it is a reminder that even in the face of adversity, there is always hope for a better future.
Speculations of a Space Man

In recent years, science-fiction has made great strides forward with new ideas and concepts. However, in the realm of science-fiction, there are many questions that remain unanswered. For instance, how do we know that the planet we call Earth is not just another planet in a vast universe? And what about the possibility of intelligent life elsewhere? These are just a few of the questions that science-fiction writers continue to explore.

TAMPAX.

Free yourself to be you!

You're a mother, a artist, a writer.

of many letters, but most important, you're you.

And you want it to be free to use your skill at thinking every day of your life.

Internally used TAMPAX tampons can give you freedom from the embarrassment of leakage.

They do it for millions of women throughout the world. How about you?

It's that easy to be you.

TAMPAX.

Author: "2001: A Space Odyssey"
A Tale of Two Taskmasters

By LESLIE LIEBER

This is a tale of two unusual taskmasters who run a grocery store in a small town. The first is the owner of the town's only grocery store, and the second is the manager of a large supermarket in the same town.

The owner of the small store, Mr. Smith, is a taskmaster in the true sense of the word. He expects his employees to work hard and efficiently. He is known for his strict discipline and his love of order. He is a taskmaster who never lets his employees get away with anything less than perfection. His store is always spotless, and his employees are always on time. Mr. Smith is a taskmaster who never lets his employees get away with anything less than perfection.

On the other hand, the manager of the large supermarket, Mr. Brown, is a taskmaster in a different sense. He is a taskmaster who is concerned with the welfare of his employees. He is known for his open-door policy and his willingness to listen to his employees. He is a taskmaster who understands that his employees are more than just a means to an end. Mr. Brown is a taskmaster who is concerned with the welfare of his employees.

Both Mr. Smith and Mr. Brown have their own unique ways of running their stores. Mr. Smith's store is smaller, but it is the only store in town, so he can be more personal with his employees. Mr. Brown's store is larger, but it is part of a chain, so he has to follow the rules of the company. But both Mr. Smith and Mr. Brown are taskmasters, and they both know how to run their stores efficiently.

Mr. Smith's store is a small one, but it is the only store in town, so he can be more personal with his employees. He is a taskmaster who understands that his employees are more than just a means to an end. Mr. Brown's store is larger, but it is part of a chain, so he has to follow the rules of the company. But both Mr. Smith and Mr. Brown are taskmasters, and they both know how to run their stores efficiently.

There are many different types of taskmasters, and they all have their own unique ways of running their stores. But whether you are a taskmaster who is concerned with the welfare of your employees, or a taskmaster who expects perfection, you can be sure that your store will be run efficiently.
Two Taskmasters

(from page 8) Neither is likely to go down in history as a standup comic, but at least Smill and Lombardi had left indelible imprints on their respective organizations. Smill is beloved in Boston as one of the highest-paid conductors in the land. He had used the railroad as a focal point in establishing the Boston Professional Football League in the mid-1920s. Lombardi, on the other hand, was the cornerstone of the Packers organization in Green Bay, a team that had won the National Football League championship in 1961.

In creating their separate dynasties, Smill and Lombardi had left indelible imprints on their respective organizations. Smill is beloved in Boston as one of the highest-paid conductors in the land. He had used the railroad as a focal point in establishing the Boston Professional Football League in the mid-1920s. Lombardi, on the other hand, was the cornerstone of the Packers organization in Green Bay, a team that had won the National Football League championship in 1961.

Getting his team to perform like a well-oiled machine was no easy task, however. Lombardi's Packers were a hard-nosed, blue-collar bunch, and Smill's Boston team was composed of players from all walks of life. Lombardi was known for his no-nonsense approach to coaching, and Smill was known for his ability to motivate his players to perform at the highest level.

The Packers' style of play was based on a solid defense, and Smill's team was built around a strong running attack. Lombardi's Packers, on the other hand, were known for their ability to shut down the opposition's offense.

Despite their differences, the two men shared a common goal: to create a team that was built on hard work, dedication, and teamwork. They were both dedicated to creating a team that was unbeatable on the field, and their efforts paid off in the end.

The Packers and the Boston team were both successful on the field, and their legacies live on today. Lombardi and Smill are remembered as two of the greatest coaches in the history of football, and their teams continue to inspire players and fans alike.
**Teen Songbird**

"I grew up on these two birds of paradise," says Carol Rotven, a much-coveted singer whose voice is often compared to the exotic beauty of the birds of paradise. "I was born in Tuxedo Park, New York, where my father was a professor of ornithology."

Her father's passion for birds was infectious. "I remember as a child, we would spend hours in the library, studying bird photos. "

But it wasn't until she was a teenager that she discovered her own voice. "One day, I was singing in a school talent show, and the audience was so moved that I knew I had found my calling."

She eventually landed a role on "The Daily Show," a hit TV show that followed her adventures as a singer. "I was so happy to be on TV, but I knew I had to be more than just a pretty face."

She decided to pursue a singing career, and soon became a major star. "I signed with Atlantic Records, and my first album, 'Birds of Paradise,' became an instant hit."

Her voice was compared to the exotic beauty of the birds of paradise, and she quickly became one of the biggest names in the music industry. "I know I'm lucky to have found my voice, but I also know I have to work hard to keep it."

**Pop Critic**

Richard Conroy is a music writer for the New York Times. He has been covering the music scene for over a decade, and his articles have appeared in numerous publications. His reviews are known for their honesty and insight.

Recently, he has been writing about the music scene in Tuxedo Park. "It's a unique place, with a rich history of music. The residents are passionate about music, and it shows in everything they do."

His latest article, "Birds of Paradise: A Review," was recently published in the New York Times. "This album is a masterpiece," he writes. "The music is so rich and complex, it's hard to believe it was made by just one person."

**The Reader's Bag**

Where did the name of the "Daily Show" come from? As its creator, Jon Stewart, explains, it was inspired by a New York City daily newspaper, the Daily News. "I was fascinated by newspapers, and I wanted to create a show that was as informative as a newspaper, but with a bit of humor."
Who else wants a big-pay job as an Accountant...the career with a future

Thousands of opportunities for both men and women. Train at home in spare time.

Why remain in a dead-end job with insufficient pay when you can reap such big rewards in an interesting, dignified profession? Accountants make big money. There are more jobs available today in accounting than there are trained people to fill them.

The accountant is the control center of modern business. The financial functioning of every department depends on his information and skills. You can step up to this privileged position through LaSalle training.

You can take LaSalle accounting training at home, in your spare hours, without any previous bookkeeping experience. You set your own pace; you are neither hurried nor slowed. LaSalle's distinguished faculty starts you at the beginning, explains every basic accounting principle and method; gives you actual accounting problems with your work; shows you exactly how accountants on the job handle these problems. Your training is complete, practical, and enjoyable. You are thoroughly prepared for every accounting task you handle in the business world.

This is your chance to secure a place in the world of big money - with LaSalle.

"Never write down my name, my heart says: 'Robert Fisher, Holtwood, Arizona.'"

"Thanks to my LaSalle training...my salary has gone from below minimum...Mrs. Mary Roberts, Los Angeles, California."
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER TO NEW MEMBERS

any 4 books only 98¢

INCLUDING IF YOU WISH

The COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED Book of The

PSYCHIC SCIENCES

The new GRIFFEY BOOK CLUB challenges you to explore the frontier of human experience.

Choose any 4 books for only 98¢. Just fill out the form on this page or call 1-800-GRIFFEY. There's no minimum purchase required. You can keep the books you choose, return them for full credit or exchange them for others.

GRIFFEY BOOK CLUB

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

No postage necessary for replies in the United States.

THE GRIFFEY BOOK CLUB

Greeley City, N.Y. 1550
Make Yourself Comfortable!

... And You Can With the King of Comfort, the "Bounty"

Priced low enough, packaged conveniently and delivered in an attractive "Bounty" carton, the new "Bounty" cushion is almost any easy-to-pack, easy-to-ship, easy-to-shake and easy-to-store item. A "Bounty" cushion is deep filled with premium, natural fiber filling and covered with a washable, decorator-quality, polyester 3-cloth. The "Bounty" comes in a wide range of colors and patterns - a great addition to any setting.

Compare at $349

$298

"The Bounty" is available in three distinctive styles: the "Bounty" Medium, "Bounty" Large and "Bounty" XL. Each style is designed to complement a variety of decor styles - from traditional to contemporary. The "Bounty" is made in the USA, ensuring quality and durability. The "Bounty" is also backed by a 1-year warranty, so you can enjoy peace of mind with your purchase.

EVANS Home Furnishings